Mitch McConnell has one focus. He's not addressing the pandemic, soaring unemployment, or systemic racism in health care. His only focus is confirming President Trump's 200th judge — a man who has opposed the Affordable Care Act. Enough.

Tell McConnell: Stop confirming Trump's judges before the needs of the country.
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Senator Collins is not pushing her colleagues in the Senate to address the pandemic, soaring unemployment, or systemic racism in health care. She’s sitting by as they appoint his 200th judge — a man who has opposed the Affordable Care Act.

Tell Sen. Collins: Stop confirming Trump's judges before the needs of the country.
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Senator Tillis is not working to address the pandemic, soaring unemployment, or systemic racism in health care. Instead, he's helping confirm Trump's 200th judge — a man who has opposed the Affordable Care Act.

Tell Sen. Tillis:
Stop confirming Trump's judges

Tell Sen. Tillis: Stop putting Trump's judges before the needs of the country.
Senator McSally is not working to address the pandemic, soaring unemployment, or systemic racism in health care. Instead, she's helping confirm Trump's 200th judge — a man who has opposed the Affordable Care Act.

Tell Sen. McSally: Stop confirming Trump's judges before the needs of the country.
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Senator Hawley is not working to address the pandemic, soaring unemployment, or systemic racism in health care. Instead, he's helping confirm Trump's 200th judge — a man who has opposed the Affordable Care Act.

Tell Sen. Hawley: Stop confirming Trump's judges

Tell Sen. Hawley: Stop putting Trump's judges before the needs of the country.
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Senator Gardner is not working to address the pandemic, soaring unemployment, or systemic racism in health care. Instead, he's helping confirm Trump's 200th judge — a man who has opposed the Affordable Care Act.

Tell Sen. Gardner: Stop confirming Trump's judges

Tell Sen. Gardner: Stop putting Trump's judges before the needs of the country.
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Senator Daines is not working to address the pandemic, soaring unemployment, or systemic racism in health care. Instead, he's helping confirm Trump's 200th judge — a man who has opposed the Affordable Care Act.

Tell Sen. Daines:
Stop confirming Trump's judges

Tell Sen. Daines: Stop putting Trump's judges before the needs of the country.
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Senator Cornyn is not working to address the pandemic, soaring unemployment, or systemic racism in health care. Instead, he’s helping confirm Trump's 200th judge — a man who has opposed the Affordable Care Act.

Tell Sen. Cornyn:
Stop confirming Trump's judges

Tell Sen. Cornyn: Stop putting Trump's judges before the needs of the country.
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